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interactions with the physical processes under control. RISKNOUGHTutilizes an EPANET-based solver for the physical process and a custom-
izable network model for the SCADA system, capable of implementing complex control logic schemes within a simulation. The platform
enables the development of composite cyber-physical attacks on various elements of the SCADA, including sensors, actuators, and PLCs,
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Introduction

Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) are an integration of physical proc-
esses with computational engineered systems (Lee 2008). The

operations of the physical processes are monitored, coordinated,
and controlled by a networking, computing, and communication
core (Rajkumar et al. 2017) usually in real time via feedback loops,
where physical processes affect computations and vice versa (Lee
2015). Automated control systems have existed since the 1940’s and
mainframe computer controlled systems appeared in the 1960’s
(Nicholson et al. 2012); however, the first true CPSs emerged with
the rise of the microprocessor units in the 1970s (Wolf 2009) with
progress following the boom of computer technology. Modern CPSs
are evolving rapidly aided by recent developments on sensor tech-
nology and networked machines, information and communications
technology (ICT), Internet Of Things (IoT), and Big Data (McAfee
et al. 2012). Hence, CPS applications are transforming infrastruc-
ture and revolutionizing industrial applications (e.g., in energy,
transportation, manufacture, water supply) in an unprecedented way
that led to the term “Industry 4.0” (Lu 2017). Among others, advan-
tages of CPSs are increased automation, improving the adaptability,
efficiency, functionality, reliability, safety, and usability of large sys-
tems (Chen 2017). However, a major disadvantage of the network-
ing, communication, and remote control schemes within the critical
infrastructures (CIs) of CPSs is their exposure to an expanded attack
surface (Rasekh et al. 2016), which aside from typical physical at-
tacks (e.g., component destruction, sabotage) includes cyber-attacks
[e.g., Denial of Service (DoS) attacks to disrupt communication
between components or Structured Query Language (SQL) injec-
tion to destroy databases] or combinations (e.g., in the case of water
CPS, manipulation of quality sensor readings, and deliberate con-
tamination of water sources) in the form of cyber-physical attacks
(CPA) (Taormina et al. 2017). This attack surface can be exploited
by a wide range of adversaries for different motives, from penetra-
tion testers for CPS protection reasons (Nicholson et al. 2012) to
state hackers (i.e., as a means of cyber-warfare), terrorists, hackti-
vists, disgruntled employees, or organized crime. Usually attacks
are focused on the supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) system, which forms part of the cyber layer of the
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CPS. Older SCADA systems (relying on communication protocols
such as Modbus or DNP3) were connected to local intranets isolated
from public networks (Fovino et al. 2010) and this led the industry
to adopt a sense of false sandbox-security. Modern SCADA systems
and upgrades of older systems, however, are connected to the main
corporate/business network of the infrastructure operator to take
advantage of ICT technologies and increased connectivity, making
them much more vulnerable now than in the past. Several security
breaches have been recorded in recent years, of which the most
notable and well-known example is probably the Stuxnet incident
(late 2009 or early 2010). Stuxnet is a sophisticated quasi-
autonomous computer worm that establishes control over remote
systems. The worm hijacked programmable logic controller (PLC)
programs operating centrifuges in the Natanz uranium enrichment
facility, caused the centrifuges to wildly alternate speeds, and ul-
timately destroyed a large number of them (Falliere et al. 2011;
Langner 2011).

Modern water systems (distribution networks, treatment plants,
etc.) are CPS, because the physical system is supervised and oper-
ated by sets of sensors and actuators through SCADA systems and
embedded PLCs in real-time. Although water infrastructure is not
usually associated with CPAs, several incidents of cyber-physical
attacks have threatened real-world water CPS, making them among
the most targeted critical infrastructure (ICS-CERT 2016) as shown
in a recent study (Fig. 1).

Perhaps the first widely known cyber-attack on water CPS was
the 2000 Maroochy Shire incident in an era when security issues
were not common in SCADA systems (Sayfayn and Madnick
2017). A disgruntled engineer worked with a private company on
the installation of the new radio-controlled SCADA system in the
sewage system run by the Maroochy Shire Council. Later, he left
the company and immediately thereafter applied for a job at the
Maroochy Shire Council, but his application was rejected. As an
act of vengeance, the perpetrator stole radio equipment and repeat-
edly issued radio commands to the wireless network, altering
control signals to sewage pumps (Abrams and Weiss 2008). This
caused massive runoffs, estimated at nearly a million liters of
unprocessed sewage into a local park, a river, and a hotel, which
incurred damages of more than 1 million dollars. Cyber-physical

attacks can be even more serious, like the 2013 Bowman Dam hack
in New York (Thompson 2016), when a hacker broke into the con-
trol system of the dam through a cellular modem and gained access
to a sluice gate. The incident could have had serious implications,
had the sluice gate not been manually disconnected at the time for
maintenance. Another serious event was the infiltration of a water
treatment plant (Leyden 2016) where attackers changed the mixing
of chemicals by valve manipulation, fortunately without serious
implications, in what could have been a public healthcare issue.
Moreover, the trend in recent attacks revolve around ransomware
that ties down operation in utilities (Germano 2018), which may or
may not affect system control but could potentially have disastrous
cascading effects or monetary losses.

These incidents suggest the need for developing robust tools that
are able to assess the performance of water CPS under cyber-
physical threat scenarios. Moreover, as the resilience of water
systems is emerging in policy discourse and strategic planning
(Makropoulos et al. 2018), it is imperative to rethink water sys-
tems as CPS in resilience-oriented stress-testing procedures
(Nikolopoulos et al. 2019b). Promising conceptual and technologi-
cal solutions to water systems security and resilience do exist (Cook
and Bakker 2012), but further work is required to bring them to-
gether in an overarching risk management framework, strengthen
the capacities of water utilities to protect their systems in a sys-
tematic and standardized way, and determine gaps in security tech-
nologies and improve their risk management approaches and
technologies (Mittelstadt et al. 2015). Real SCADA testbeds have
been used for security research (Oman and Phillips 2007); however,
these solutions are normally cost prohibitive for actual deploy-
ment and proprietary and are thus nonscalable to other utilities
(Nikolopoulos et al. 2018). Therefore, various CPS modelling tools
have emerged including emulators, virtual machines, software-
defined networks (SDNs), and network function virtualization
(NFV) (Piedrahita et al. 2017), all of which have potential.

MiniCPS (Antonioli and Tippenhauer 2015) is an extension of
Mininet (Lantz et al. 2010), a light network virtualization tool,
allowing communication between PLCs. A further extension of
MiniCPS is used to implement the field network (connections be-
tween PLCs, sensors, and actuators) via SDN functionalities and
interact with physical processes in a water treatment process
(Piedrahita et al. 2017). SCADAVt (Almalawi et al. 2013) is a
SCADA testbed based on the CORE (Ahrenholz et al. 2008) em-
ulator, expanded through plugin systems with the Modbus/TCP
slave master protocols and simulators of field devices. SCADAVt
is coupled through server simulation with the well-known pressur-
ized pipe network EPANET modelling tool (Rossman 2000) and
manipulated with a TCP-based protocol to open or close pumps
in the system. Other similar tools used for security research of
CPS, such as EPIC (Siaterlis et al. 2013), which is based on Emulab
(White et al. 2004) and can be coupled with physical process sim-
ulation tools, or even discrete event simulators like OMNET++
(Varga and Hornig 2008) and NS-3 (NS-3 Consortium 2019),
can also be used for the same purpose after customization. Such
tools provide high fidelity in the actual modeling of the cyber-
element of any CPS (especially when using emulators), because
it is explicitly represented through the emulation or simulation
of real virtual components, networks, software, and protocols
(Siaterlis et al. 2013). However, the emulation/virtualization or dis-
creet event simulation type of approaches to water cyber-physical
modeling and stress-testing have some trade-offs:
• Creating a digital twin of the cyber layer of respective water

CPS is a demanding task that must be performed by an IT/ICT
expert.

Fig. 1. Distribution of 295 cyber-attacks incidents recorded in USA,
2015. (Data from ICS-CERT 2016.)
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• It is not intuitive to perform a multitude of cyber-physical at-
tacks for stress-testing, because this results essentially in a form
of penetration-testing to uncover unpatched processes, security
issues, backdoors, bugs, glitches, etc.

• These solutions tend to be proprietary and tailored for a specific
CPS. Also, in large-scale systems they gravitate towards being
cost intensive (in terms of development at least).

• While more precise, experiment and measurement repeatability
is not ensured with cyber layer emulators (Fovino et al. 2010).
On the contrary, cyber layer simulation (Queiroz et al. 2009)
usually trades-off fidelity with strong repeatability for security
experiments (Siaterlis et al. 2013). Thus, choice of tool type may
affect the reproducibility of stress-testing results.

• Extensive work may be needed to couple these tools with a phy-
sical process simulator and because many of these tools employ
real-time emulation or discrete event simulation, the physical
process simulator should be compatible.
Another emergent approach is purely simulation-based for both

the cyber and physical layers. The information flow in the cyber
layer is represented with lower fidelity, because the focus is on
the outcome of a cyber-operation or the state of a cyber-component,
rather than the representation of the exact real interaction bit-wise.
Seminal work in this field is introduced by Taormina et al. (2017),
with the conceptualization of models for cyber-physical attacks in
water distribution systems, methodologies based on deep-learning
for detection of such attacks (Taormina and Galelli 2018), and the
release of epanetCPA, an EPANET-based MATLAB modeling
toolbox (Taormina et al. 2019). This simulation approach, despite
the lower fidelity in the cyber layer, has the following advantages:
• Straight-forward modeling of various types of cyber-physical

attacks, because the attack is modeled as a definitive event and
not as a series of very detailed steps involving discovering pos-
sibly unknown vulnerabilities in a CPS with specific components.
This also enables testing of “what-if” scenarios of cyber-physical
nature and risk assessment.

• Easier coupling to models of the physical processes, because the
cyber layer model should issue control statements and receive
feedback from operation without the use of complex middle-
ware (software to interconnect the discrete event emulation/
virtualization processes with translated inputs/outputs of the
physical model). The coupling can be implemented with direct
use of software wrappers for the physical model, or through call-
ing dynamic link libraries.
This work introduces a new modeling platform for water

cyber-physical distribution networks, based on a purely simulation
approach, able to simulate information flow, control logic, and in-
terconnections with the physical processes in a higher fidelity, more
realistic, and extensible way than existing simulation solutions. The
platform aims at stress-testing distribution networks and aids in risk
management practices. Stemming from its objective, the platform is
named RISKNOUGHT, i.e., “to risk nothing” (Nikolopoulos et al.
2019a).

RISKNOUGHT Modeling Platform

Physical Layer Simulation

The foundation of the platform is the realistic representation of
the physical processes of water distribution networks, and as such
RISKNOUGHT relies on a robust hydraulic model. Among various
existing free and commercial hydraulic solvers, including EPANET
(Rossman 2000), WATER-GEMS (Bentley Systems Incorporated
2006), and INFOWORKS (Wallingford Software 2012), EPANET

was selected as the base model. Extensive use in the literature has
proven that it offers a potent simulation base, features an open
source repository (USEPA, epanet-solver 2019) supporting future
extensibility, and includes a dynamic link library called Pro-
grammer’s Toolkit. The library exposes the software’s routines writ-
ten in C programming language, allowing developers to customize
their models embedding EPANET with additional functionality.
Various software wrappers take advantage of the Programmer’s
Toolkit and allow the utilization of EPANET routines via other
programming languages, e.g., Python (Klise et al. 2017a), C#
(Salomons 2014), MATLAB (Eliades et al. 2016), and R
(Arandia and Eck 2018). Because RISKNOUGHT is Python-based,
it employs the Water Network Tool for Resilience (WNTR) Python
package (Klise et al. 2017a, 2018), version 0.1.7 at the time of writ-
ing. The package originally presents a comprehensive software
framework for assessing the resilience of drinking water systems
to disasters. It includes bindings to original EPANET routines, as
well as a complete port of EPANET routines to Python, called
the WNTR simulator [with only some minor limitations to be ad-
dressed in future versions (Klise et al. 2017b)]. WNTR’s port of
routines facilitates pressure-driven analysis (PDA) hydraulic equa-
tions (Wagner et al. 1988) as opposed to demand-driven analysis
(DDA) equations that EPANET uses. The use of PDA hydraulic
equations is important because the default DDA setting of EPANET
requires that demand is always covered (Ciaponi and Creaco 2018),
even when the solution leads to physically infeasible pressures.
PDA equations are vital in the representation of sudden failures of
the system resulting in inadequate pressure or rapid changes in sys-
tem operation, because they allow demand to not be fully met; this is
of paramount importance to disaster modeling as well as cyber-
physical attacks. The usage of WNTR within RISKNOUGHT also
allows handling of input/output files, enriched interaction with
network elements (add/remove/modify properties), and permits sim-
ulation of physical damage due to disasters, i.e., pipe leaks, tank
leaks, etc. RISKNOUGHT further enhances WNTR capabilities
with geospatial input/output capabilities (I=O) using geopandas
(Jordahl et al. 2019), shapely (Gillies et al. 2007), and gdal (GDAL/
OGR Contributors 2019) packages, allowing the definition of pres-
sure zones imported from shapefiles with nominal and minimum
pressure levels as attributes for the nodes of the zone for PDA
purposes.

Cyber Layer Simulation and Interconnection with
Physical Layer

The cyber layer of RISKNOUGHT is built based on the complex
network analysis NetworkX (Hagberg et al. 2008) Python package
as a network of interconnected cyber components. The whole cyber
infrastructure is represented as a directed graph, with nodes acting
as the components (sensors, actuators, PLCs, etc.) and connections
(wireless transmission, fiber, etc.) between components as edges.
Components are built as classes that include the following common
types of cyber components:
• Sensor: acquire data from the physical layer.
• Actuator: perform an action on the physical layer.
• Logic: virtual components (software bits), that implement con-

trol logic via using input data from sensors to decide physical
procedures as outputs through actuators. Logic components are
assembled into PLC units.

• PLC: oversees and interconnects Logic components.
• Central SCADA: oversees and interconnects all connected

PLCs and also acts as the Human-Machine-Interface (HMI).
Gathers all I=O data.

© ASCE 04020061-3 J. Environ. Eng.
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• Historian: records all operations and I=O (input/output) data
(essentially the SCADA database).
A schematic overview of the cyber layer is represented in Fig. 2.
Cyber and physical layers are coupled through a unified simu-

lation process, with feedback loops between each discrete cyber
and physical layers simulation step. In a single timestep, the physi-
cal layer feeds input data (e.g., node pressure, tank level, pipe
velocities, etc.) from the hydraulic simulation to the cyber layer,
which ultimately passes decisions to the physical layer, affecting
the hydraulic state for the next step of the hydraulic simulation
(e.g., valve state, pump state, etc.), as shown in Fig. 3. The follow-
ing sections explain the operation of all components in more detail.

Sensors
Sensors are physical devices of the cyber layer that receive an in-
put from physical processes and provide an output signal as a read-
ing to the rest of the cyber layer components, usually to a PLC.
In RISKNOUGHT, input is acquired in raw data information from
EPANET nodes or links during the hydraulic simulation at each
simulation step or at a specified sampling interval. Node data that
can be sensed include pressure, head (also from reservoir variable
head), tank level (applicable for tank nodes), and node quality in
case of a coupled EPANET quality simulation. Sensed link data
refer to pipe velocity and flowrate as well as link quality. RIS-
KNOUGHT modeling assumes that these data after capture are
subsequently transferred through the respective connection to a
Logic software part of a PLC. Also, various characteristics can
be attributed to sensors in order to differentiate them, namely their
type, e.g., digital, analog with DAC (digital to analog converter),
etc., and the connection type, e.g., wireless, optical fiber, and Ether-
net. Sensor components and their connections can form an attack
vector if data feedback is manipulated to send deceitful signals or
the sensor/connection is disabled.

Actuators
Actuators are physical devices of the cyber layer, able to alter the
hydraulic conditions of the physical process by changing the state
of physical components with which they are coupled. Actuators
wait for input that usually comes in the form of a control signal
(e.g., switch on/off) sent from a PLC. In RISKNOUGHT, actuators
are coupled to an actionable component of the physical layer. They
receive (as input) commands (actions) from Logic components of a
connected PLC and subsequently (as output) alter the coupled

component’s state in the same physical simulation step. Actionable
physical network components in EPANET and exposed by WNTR
are pumps, valves, and the isolation of pipes. Also, a new action-
able object is implemented in RISKNOUGHT, i.e., the flushing
unit (representing for example a dual purpose fire hydrant) for
removing water from system, e.g., in a contamination event. Ac-
tuators are modeled also as feedback devices, i.e., they send an
acknowledgement (ACK) signal as part of their communications
protocol to inform the controlling PLC that they received the com-
mand and executed it. Characteristics that can be attributed to ac-
tuators are their type, e.g., servo electric, mechanical, etc. and the
connection type, similar to sensors. Actuators and their connections
can form attack vectors if disabled and can be manipulated to send
false ACK or receive malicious commands.

Logic Parts
In RISKNOUGHT, all control logic of the distribution network is
performed by “virtual” Logic components, which essentially simu-
late software commands at a very high level. Each distinct command

A
ct

ua
to

r

Historian

Sensor

Logic

PLC

PLC

Logic

Actuator

Actuator

Logic

SCADA

Sensor

Sensor Sensor

Fig. 2. Schematic overview of the cyber layer.

Fig. 3. Feedback loop example between cyber and physical layers.
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of the cyber layer forms a new logic object. Logic components in a
group are assigned to a PLC, the “nonvirtual” component of the
control logic scheme. Logic components can have multiple inputs
from sensor data, as well as time data, i.e., information about date
time as reported from the physical process, e.g., 07/31/19 12:45:32,
or simulation time, e.g., “12:45:32 from simulation start,” or data
from the Historian stored records, e.g., “the 4-h moving average
of node N100 pressure.” Multiple inputs can be compared, aggre-
gated, or utilized into complex “and”/“or” boolean-logic operators.
Logic components can output all available actions that are sent

Fig. 4. C-town benchmark model EPANET topology.

Table 1. Example of an AttackEvent object

Class attributes Instance values

Name Attack1
EndTime 10:00
EventType Sensor

manipulation
Target Sensor1
Special Assign

specific value
Values 10

© ASCE 04020061-5 J. Environ. Eng.
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to the actuators. With these conventions, advanced control logic can
be formulated that extends beyond typical EPANET functionality. If
the PLC hosting the logic parts is compromised, control logic can be
altered, e.g., change threshold values, reverse switch on/off condi-
tions, suspended certain functions, etc.

PLCs
PLC components act as the physical remote control units [also
called remote terminal or remote telemetry units (RTU), with subtle
differences in operation] of the cyber layer and are containers for
the logic parts, handling the input/output connections and physical
operation (i.e., connection to power grid, managing network
switches and relays, etc.). In modeling PLCs, there are two options
(slave and auto), according to the communication protocol and de-
sign paradigm between the central SCADA unit and the PLCs. In
the case of central SCADA systems directly receiving data from
PLCs and then issuing commands to the PLC (logic parts are es-
sentially contained by SCADA), the centralized communication
protocol is characterized as Master-Slave, and PLCs cannot act
autonomously. In contrast, if a distributed or semi-distributed de-
sign is in place, PLCs can act without the overseeing of the central
SCADA. Because PLCs are networked devices, they can be ex-
ploited as an attack vector, e.g., a denial-of-service attack (DoS
Attack), physical destruction, etc. Also, because these are the hosts
of logic components in RISKNOUGT modeling, the control logic
of the system can be altered or manipulated through PLC exploits.
The connection type between PLCs and SCADA can be applied as
an attribute.

Central SCADA Unit
The central SCADA is responsible for overseeing the entire oper-
ation of the CPS and contains the primary HMI in the system. It is
the most important component in the cyber layer, because all in-
formation from the cyber layer finally flows to the central SCADA

for monitoring and control purposes before being stored in the
Historian. In RISKNOUGHT the central SCADA unit acts as
the hub for all networking processes; therefore in the event of a
SCADA downtime PLCs can lose their communications when set
to slave mode. RISKNOUGHT allows the simulation of multiple
discrete SCADA systems operating independently at different areas
of a complex network.

Historian
The Historian unit acts like a database server, where information
about operations is stored. This includes sensor data time series, sta-
tus logs of the actuators, and commands issued. Historian units are
vulnerable to cyber-physical threats with attacks that target the data
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>4.8m Close PU10

<1.0m Open PU11

Fig. 5. Schematization of C-town control logic and critical network
elements.

Fig. 6. C-town DMAs, as represented by a modified WNTR graphics
method.

Fig. 7. Maximum nodal demand of C-town in Ls-1.
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itself, like SQL-injection type (Zhu et al. 2011), where it is possible
for hackers to issue malicious SQL commands and gain access to the
database or even to the whole system, or a DoS attack that
prevents communication between SCADA and the server database.
Especially when past data is used in a control logic scheme, these
attacks can harm operations. Historian units can have attributes
discerning the database type and connection type. In the modeling
environment of RISKNOUGHT, the Historian is represented as a
dataframe of organized logs for each other cyber component, which
can also contain some past (i.e., before the simulation starts) data.

Creating a Cyber-Physical Water Distribution Network

Any existing EPANET network model can be transformed into
a cyber-physical water distribution network in RISKNOUGHT just
by importing an EPANET model in the platform. A new instance
(object) of cpmodel class is automatically formed, containing a

Table 2. Excerpt from the cyber topology of the C-town CPS in tabular form

ID Logic part Sensor Actuator PLC

Control1 if Tank(‘T1’).level < ¼ 4.0 then set HeadPump(‘PU1’).status to Open with priority 3 ST1 APU1 PLC1
Control2 if Tank(‘T1’).level > ¼ 6.3 then set HeadPump(‘PU1’).status to Closed with priority 3 ST1 APU1 PLC1
Control5 if Tank(‘T2’).level < ¼ 0.5 then set FCValve(‘V2’).status to Open with priority 3 ST3 AV2 PLC2
Control6 if Tank(‘T2’).level > ¼ 5.5 then set FCValve(‘V2’).status to Closed with priority 3 ST3 AV2 PLC2

Fig. 8. C-town’s cyber layer network view as generated by RISKNOUGHT and visualized by Cytoscape.

Fig. 9. Total demand versus total supply of water in C-town in attack
scenario 1.
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WNTR water distribution network object identical to the imported
one, except it is stripped from the installed controls and rules.
The new network is coupled with an automatically generated
cyber layer instance of SCADA class contained within the cpmodel,
incorporating logic parts that preserve the described functionality
of EPANET controls/rules. Sensors are placed at nodes or links that
are part of the original control/rule conditions and actuators at the
links where an action is performed. All logic parts by default are
incorporated into a single PLC, which is connected to a central
SCADA that stores its data in a Historian unit. The generated cyber
layer can be further modified at will after importing the EPANET

model, i.e., add new PLCs and place some of the logic parts to
them, add more logic parts, new sensors and actuators, define con-
nections, and other attributes to components. This modification
is available through the manipulation of the cybertopology object.
All properties of the imported physical layer are also customizable,
e.g., add new demand patterns, change pump curves, etc.

Because RISKNOUGHT is built on the basis of WNTR, it is
possible to define a new cpmodel from scratch, starting from the
actual creation of the EPANET model (define nodes, links, tanks,
demand patterns, etc.) and then create the cybertopology object,
which spawns the cyber layer.

Fig. 10. Major elements’ status of C-town during the attack scenario 1 versus normal operation.
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All options available in an EPANET simulation are available
in RISKNOUGHTas well, like hydraulic duration, pattern timestep,
and hydraulic timestep. By default RISKNOUGHT uses the hy-
draulic timestep as the cyber simulation step (cybersimstep attribute)
of the cpmodel object, defining the common discrete simulation
step in seconds of both the hydraulic process (physical layer)
and the control logic of the cyber layer. This functionality is cus-
tomizable and the cybersimstep can be modified at will. Small val-
ues of cybersimstep can be used to approximate real-time operation
control schemes.

Cyber-physical simulation for normal operational conditions
without attacks [i.e., business as usual (BAU)] can be performed
with the cyberSimulationBAU method of the cpmodel object.
The results of a BAU simulation act as the ground truth to compare
with results of the system under cyber-physical attacks (or disrup-
tions/malfunctions/accidental events of the physical layer, which
RISKNOUGHT handles as well, but are outside the scope of this
article).

Cyber-Physical Attacks Modelling

In order to model cyber-physical attacks, RISKNOUGHT employs
an AttackEvent class, each instance of which holds the information

that define a single generic attack event, i.e., start time, end time,
event type, target, special characteristics of the attack (if any, from a
predefined dictionary), and special values to be used in the attack
generation (if any). An example use of the attributes could be seen
in tabular form in Table 1, where an attack event occurs between
01:00 and 10:00, manipulating the sensor readings of Sensor1, by
assigning a constant value of 10.

More than one AttackEvent instance can be executed in the same
cyber-physical simulation, making the cyber-attack as complex as
the modeler needs. The AttackEvent instances can be overlapping
or not, or have the same or different targets without restrictions.
AttackEvent instances are passed in Python list format as argument
to a cpmodel method called cpa_simulation, which performs the
simulation of the compromised system.

In order to execute the cyber-physical simulation under attack,
the cpa_simulation method passes information from cpmodel and
AttackEvent objects to an instance of the helper class cpaEvent-
Manager, which implements most of the methods of altering the
behavior of the cyber layer. Without going into coding detail, these
include the methods to perform attacks on sensors, actuators, logic
parts, PLCs, central SCADA, and Historian units. The cpaEvent-
Manager updates every simulation step both the cyber and the
physical layers.

Fig. 11. Spatial representation of affected nodes during attack scenario 1 at different time snapshots. To avoid confusion, nodes without demand are
not mapped.
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In the current version, RISKNOUGHT is able to simulate sev-
eral types of cyber-attacks and is under active development to en-
rich them. What is now available can be summarized by target in
the following list:
• Sensor: DoS on the connection with PLC, data manipulation

types: assign specific value or time series to output data, do
not let the sensor update output data, replace output data values
from a sinewave function, add random noise to output data.

• Actuator: DoS on the connection with PLC, action manipulation
by: do not send ACK and do not perform action, send ACK and

perform random action, send ACK and do not perform action,
do not send ACK and perform action.

• Logic part: modify the logic part by: change threshold, change
action output, delete logic part, suspend logic part from
execution.

• PLC: DoS on the connection with central SCADA, allow ex-
ploitation of logic parts.

• Central SCADA: DoS on all connections.
• Historian: SQL injection attacks that lead to data loss or repla-

cing data by: specific time series, random values.

Fig. 12. Major elements’ status of C-town during the attack scenario 2 versus normal operation.
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Proof-of-Concept Setup

Benchmark Cyber-Physical Topology

The benchmark model of C-town (Ostfeld et al. 2012) is used as a
proof-of-concept case study in order to showcase RISKNOUGHT

capabilities. C-town is based on a real-world medium sized network
and consists of one reservoir, seven tanks, 388 demand junctions,
429 pipes, eleven head pumps and four valves [three pressure relief
valves (PRV), one flow control valve (FCV)]. This benchmark is
used extensively in the literature for various studies (e.g., Chandy
et al. 2018; Mahmoud et al. 2017; Pesantez et al. 2019; Sankary
and Ostfeld 2019). The EPANET network topology is displayed
in Fig. 4. The main pumping station S1 feeds the network water
from the reservoir Source and has three pumps, PU1, PU2, and
PU3. Pumps PU1 and PU2 are operated with regard to the water
level in tank T1, while PU3 is a redundant pump that is kept off
during standard operating conditions. The secondary branch per-
taining to T2 is connected to the reservoir through valve V1, which
is regulated by the water level in T2. There are five more tanks (T3,
T4, T5, T6, and T7) refilled by four secondary booster stations
that pump water from T1 and T2, namely pumping station S2 em-
ploying PU4 and PU5 to refill T3; S3 employing PU6 and PU7 to
refill T4; S4 employing PU8 and PU9 to refill T5; and finally S5
employing PU10 and PU11 to refill T6 and T7. The connections
and the control logic are schematized in Fig. 5. In the particular
setup PU9 remains closed like PU3, and all other have controls
based on the water level in the respective tank they refill. C-town
encompasses five DMAs (District Metered Areas), each with its

Fig. 14. Spatial representation of affected nodes during attack scenario 2 at different time snapshots. To avoid confusion, nodes without demand are
not mapped.

Fig. 13. Total demand versus total supply of water in C-town in attack
scenario 2.
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own demand pattern (nodes in the same DMA can have different
base demands), as seen in Fig. 6. The five hourly demand pat-
terns cover a period of 168 h (a full week). By multiplying the
patterns with nodes base demands, the demand at nodes ranges
from 1.15e-07 to 0.0039 m3s−1 (1.15e-04 to 3.9 L s−1), with maxi-
mum nodal demand plotted in Fig. 7. For the purposes of PDA
simulation, for convenience the nominal Pnom and minimum
Pmin pressure levels for Wagner equations are set to 20.0 m and
0.0 m, respectively, for every node, which are characteristic values
typically seen in the literature (Morley and Tricarico 2008). The hy-
draulic timestep is set to 15 min (900 s), and the simulation starts
from time 0:00.

By importing the .inp file format EPANET topology in
RISKNOUGHT, the cyber topology with control logic of is auto-
matically generated, and by default all control logic is attributed to
a single PLC (namely PLC1). The cyber topology is then modified
interactively to account for six different PLCs. In Table 2 an excerpt
from the topology is tabularized. The complete cyber topology can
be found in the Appendix, and the network graph is visualized by
exporting from RISKNOUGHT to Cytoscape (Shannon et al. 2003)
in Fig. 8. The value of cybersimstep is set to 900 s, unchanged from
the original hydraulic one.

Cyber-Physical Attacks

For the demonstration of cyber-physical attacks, five attack scenar-
ios are formed, comprising the case of a perpetrator remotely gain-
ing access to controls or exploiting vulnerabilities in order to alter
the physical processes of the system. It is assumed that no other
human intervention is possible, for instance from the SCADA’s
staff through the duration of the attacks (e.g., turning the system
on manual mode).

Attack Scenario 1: Manipulation of Sensors
In this scenario, a perpetrator manipulates the readings of the
Sensors ST1 and ST3.
• The attack on Sensor ST1 occurs between 01:00 and 15:00, with

the Sensor deceptively reporting a tank level of 6.9 m, i.e., at full
capacity.

• The attack on ST3 occurs between 12:00 and 0:00 of the fol-
lowing day, with the Sensor deceptively reporting a tank level
of 5.9 m, i.e., at full capacity.

Attack 2: Exploitation of Actuators
In this scenario, a perpetrator exploits a zero-day vulnerability
[i.e., a previously unknown, thus unpatched, software vulnerability
(Ayala 2016)] in the networking components of the actuators con-
trolling pumps in the system, while the V2 valve employs a differ-
ent type of network components and is unaffected. The attacker
manages to issue repeating random commands (open/close) to each
pump unit individually instead of the actual command issued by the
systems control logic. Actuators also deceptively respond back
with an ACK signal, so the attack goes unnoticed for long. Attack
starts simultaneously for all actuators at 1:00 and ends at 0:00 of the
following day.

Attack 3: SCADA DoS Attack
Attack scenario 3 comprises a successful DoS attack of the perpe-
trator to the central SCADA system that enables all the networking
functions of the cyber layer. It is assumed that the PLCs of the sys-
tem are connected through a Master-Slave communication proto-
col. The DoS attack manages to completely cut off connections
between SCADA and PLCs, and as the networking functions de-
pend on the central SCADA, between sensors and actuators to
PLCs. The attack is initialized at 01:00 and ends at 11:00.

Attack 4: SCADA DoS Attack with Insider Knowledge
Attack scenario 4 is a variant of attack scenario 3, where the per-
petrator has insider knowledge of the best timing to initialize the
DoS attack. This can happen either through having a collaborator in
the staff, or by possessing the required knowledge of water distri-
bution systems and snooping through the data in the compromised
HMI (e.g., through access of the Historian database). The attack
duration is the same as in attack 3, but the timing is different;
the start time is at 5∶00 to 15∶00, when most of the systems pumps
are off.

Attack 5: SCADA DoS Attack with Insider Knowledge on a
Semidistributed System
Attack scenario 5 is a variant of attack scenario 4, where the per-
petrator has insider knowledge of the best timing to initialize the
DoS attack; however, some parts of the cyber layer are modernized
and operate in a semiautomatic, distributed way. It is assumed that
the cyber infrastructure of the secondary branch pertaining to T2
with PLC2, PLC3, and PLC4 is modernized, allowing it to operate
without input from SCADA (in auto mode in event of lost com-
munication with SCADA), and with new communication links be-
tween the components of the branch. The attack occurs between
5:00 to 15:00, like attack scenario 4.

Results

Attack Scenario 1 Results

The total demand versus total supply of water during the attack of
scenario 1 is presented in Fig. 9. As communicated by the large
difference of the two aggregated time series, attack 1 is quite se-
vere. The total volume of water not delivered equals 4,268.32 m3.
Detailed analysis of tank levels and reservoir outflow, shown in
Fig. 10, explains the physical effect of the attack. The deceptive
signal of ST1, leads the control logic of PLC1 to shut down the
main pumps PU1 and PU2, and the primary tanks T1 and T2 start
to empty, when they are supposed to refill with water. By the time
the second attack starts at ST3 leading to the shutting down of PU4
and PU5 by the control logic of PLC2, only T3 has still water in
storage and DMA3 is the only area still served. As time progresses,
the first attack ends; however, the lasting second attack manages to
cut-off supply in DM3 as well, while other DMA’s recover opera-
tional status. The spatial effect of the attack is depicted in Fig. 11 at
different snapshots. An animation of the complete system behavior

Fig. 15. Total demand versus total supply of water in C-town in attack
scenario 3.
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in the duration of the cyber-physical simulation can be found in the
supplementary material. Interestingly, as seen in Fig. 10, the attack
has a lasting hydraulic effect, even when supply recovers, as the
system struggles to refill the primary tank T1.

Attack Scenario 2 Results

Attack scenario 2 has a wider range of implications in the system.
As shown in Fig. 12, the outflow of the reservoir is substantially
varying during the attack, due to the random powering on and off
of PU1 and PU2. This finally leads to the emptying of T1 and T2,

with cascading effects to other tanks in the system that are fed from
the primary tanks, by the other also randomly actuated pumps of
the system. This attack, however, does not have a rapid effect on the
supply of water as showcased by the aggregated demand versus
supply time series of Fig. 13. Actually, there is a lag of several
hours from the start of the attack to the actual first supply problems.
Also, the random actuation of pumps, and in particular the main
ones, allows the system some leeway through the attack’s duration
to supply intermittently water to the DMAs as depicted in Fig. 14
and animated in supplementary material. In total, 1,719.12 m3 of
water are not delivered to consumers.

Fig. 16. Major elements’ status of C-town during the attack scenario 3 versus normal operation.
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Attack Scenario 3 Results

Attack scenario 3 is unique, because the effect of the attack is not
perceptible by the costumers; therefore the attack can go unnoticed
by the public if undisclosed. As seen in Fig. 15, demand is met
throughout the cyber-physical simulation period. This fortunate
outcome is based on the fact that at the time of the attack six of
the pumps, including the main ones are in operation (PU1, PU2,
PU4, PU7, PU8, and PU10) and the important to the secondary
branch V2 open, and therefore all DMAs were served by at least
one pump. Of course, though, the hydraulic behavior is altered, as
can be seen in Fig. 16; however, the system has more than enough

redundancy with storage and head/flow rate from the six pumps to
continue operating.

Attack Scenario 4 Results

In contrast to attack scenario 3, attack scenario 4 poses signifi-
cant challenges to the system. The timing of the attack coincides
with only the main pumps in operation and V2 open. Therefore
as time progresses, tanks T4, T5, T6, and T7 empty (Fig. 17),
leaving DMA2, DMA4, and DMA5 unserved (Fig. 18). In
total, 1,745.27 m3 of water is not delivered, as presented in
Fig. 19.

Fig. 17. Major elements’ status of C-town during the attack scenario 4 versus normal operation.
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Attack Scenario 5 Results

The modernized cyber layer in attack scenario 5 manages to mit-
igate the effect of the DoS attack on the central SCADA compared
to otherwise identical attack scenario 4. As seen in Fig. 20, there is

a substantial reduction in volume not delivered, which amounts to
734.38 m3. The autonomous operation of PLC2, PLC3 and PLC4
allowed T2, T3 and T4 to operate practically as they should during
the attack, as depicted in Fig. 21. Compared to scenario 4, DMA2’s
level of service remains unaltered, whereas only DMA4 and DMA5

Fig. 18. Spatial representation of affected nodes during attack scenario 4 at different time snapshots. To avoid confusion, nodes without demand are
not mapped.

Fig. 19. Total demand versus total supply of water in C-town in attack
scenario 4.

Fig. 20. Total demand versus total supply of water in C-town in attack
scenario 4.
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experience supply problems and ultimately cut-off, as shown in
Fig. 22.

Discussion

Cyber-Physical Simulation of C-Town

The deployment of RISKNOUGHT cyber-physical stress testing
modeling platform on the C-town benchmark model highlights
the platform’s capability of both: (a) simulating the distribution

system as a CPS, i.e., a physical process governed by a control
logic cyber layer; and (b) assessing the effect of cyber-physical
threats on water distribution networks. For the latter, the model
captures effectively the interplay between altered command sig-
nals and the hydraulic response, which potentially leads to service
unavailability or has lasting hydraulic consequences with the emp-
tying of tanks and pressure drops. Attacks that target sensitive
control instruments could have adverse effects given enough time,
as in the case of attack scenario 1 and 2. Scenario 1 only targets
specific sensors in order to make the attack felt ultimately in all
DMAs in C-town, whereas scenario 2 targets all instances of a type

Fig. 21. Major elements’ status of C-town during the attack scenario 5 versus normal operation.
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of component in the network bringing chaos with different local
nodes being out of supply intermittently at each simulation step.
The modeling of full-blown DoS attacks on the SCADA validates
the possibility of such attacks being particularly severe to water
distribution systems. This is evident especially when there is
knowledge for how and when to perform the attack as demonstrated
in attack scenario 4 versus attack scenario 3, which had no detri-
mental effects on the system. Interestingly, design philosophy shifts
in managing cyber elements, as the semidistributed scheme if
scenario 5, can successfully mitigate risk and impact, and some
changes can be incorporated in the RISKNOUGHT cyber-physical
stress-testing platform.

Remarkably, as shown from the results of all examined scenar-
ios, most attacks need time to unravel and have perceptible negative
effects on the system. C-town, being a medium sized system seems
to implement enough built-in redundancy in the form of water
stored in tanks, number of parallel pumps, isolated DMAs, etc.,
to withstand cyber-physical attacks for enough time for operators
to counter the attacks. This suggests that time is crucial for recovery
in water distribution system cyber-security and risk management
plans should focus on minimizing response time.

Insights for the Cyber-Physical Stress Testing Platform

The simulation-based approach of two coupled interactive models
allows the representation of the information flow from the physical
components to the cyber layer devices and the complete feedback
loop of issuing commands and gathering new readings.

The cyber layer model of RISKNOUGHT provides a low-
fidelity simulation option, in the sense of not emulating the actual
low-level function of the networked devices and the software run-
ning in the SCADA but rather aiming on simulating the interactions
between components and the impact these interactions have on
physical assets. However, this approach yields a high-exploration
ability, i.e., a multitude of complex attack scenarios can be tested
without knowing how the perpetrator will succeed but focusing on
what implications the attack will impose to the physical processes.
Nonetheless, RISKNOUGHT cyber layer is customizable and
with proper attributes in the components more detailed simulation
of attacks can be performed, like a targeted attack to specific brands
of sensors, if such real world vulnerability is discovered. This
makes RISKNOUGHT suitable for users who need to assess secu-
rity of their water distribution network, at a higher level, i.e., for
informing strategic decisions, rather than IT experts, who focus at

Fig. 22. Spatial representation of affected nodes during attack scenario 5 at different time snapshots. To avoid confusion, nodes without demand are
not mapped.
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the actual protection and patching of software and hardware
components.

Moreover, the assembly of the cyber layer conveniently requires
little input from the user when importing an existing EPANET
network file, because it is automatically generated from EPANET
rules and controls and requires minor customization from the user,
if needed. The supported attacks on the distribution network are
easily declared for cyber-physical modeling. This is in contrast with
other cyber-physical simulation tools like epanetCPA, which re-
quire additional user-constructed structured files (for instance, a
text .cpa file in epanetCPA) to pass the necessary cyber topology
and definition of cyber-attacks. Also, RISKNOUGHT is built on
top of open source libraries and packages, and does not depend
on proprietary licensed software like MATLAB. Because it is a
Python based application, users can interface it with a multitude of
other third party packages ensuring future extensibility. A graphical
user interface (GUI) is currently under development, to aid inex-
perienced in Python scripting users formulate their case studies.
A working example of the GUI is shown in Fig. 23.

On the physical layer side, the EPANET solver, as adapted by
the WNTR simulator, produces realistic pressure deficient condi-
tions that result in service unavailability in affected DMAs. The
ability to simulate pressure deficient conditions is a prerequisite
when assessing the effect of prolonged or severe cyber-physical
attacks as showcased by the attack scenarios examined. Moreover,
RISKNOUGHT includes tools to assign different nominal and
minimum pressure characteristics for the PDA analysis per node,
as opposed to the uniform 20.0 m nominal − 0.0 m minimum
pressure settings used in the proof-of-concept set-up. Testing
RISKNOUGHT to a new hydraulically conditioned benchmark
network with defined pressure zones should yield interesting
and diverse results.

The present study has also focused solely on attacks that target
quantity (i.e., unmet demands) in water distribution systems. How-
ever, the interfacing of RISKNOUGHT with WNTR also enables

the possibility to run quality simulations with EPANETas the qual-
ity solver during the cyber-physical simulation, which currently is
not supported by other cyber-physical tools like epanetCPA.
The control logic built-in the cyber layer allows conditions to be
set for quality indices and several quality related actions for flushing
contaminants or, for instance, isolating DMAs. However, the origi-
nal EPANET quality solver is not sophisticated enough for usage in
complex contamination scenarios where the interaction of multiple
chemical (or biological) species is necessary to produce accurate
results for risk assessment and management, and also recent
research found inconsistencies in quality modeling (Davis et al.
2018). It is entirely possible nonetheless to perform cyber-physical
attacks involving at the same time contamination events using
RISKNOUGHT. Still, the authors refrained at this stage from
showcasing such scenarios and focused on quantitative CPS threats,
aiming at substantially extending qualitative functionality before
presenting results. Further development of RISKNOUGHT aims
at interfacing the package with EPANET-MSX extension (Shang
et al. 2008) to handle complex quality modeling and simulation.

With regards to the representation and interpretation of results
stemming from cyber-simulation, the authors suggest that a com-
prehensive, generic, and software-agnostic framework of perfor-
mance indicators for cyber-physical water distribution networks
is needed in the emerging field of water system cyber-security.

A final note with regards to the inputs (e.g., demand time series,
etc.) of the model per se. In this work we formulated the problem as
a deterministic one, while a possible reformulation could view it
as a stochastic one. In such a formulation, one could take advantage
of a well-established hydrological paradigm, and employ the notion
of synthetic time series. Recent advances in the domain of sto-
chastic hydrology (Tsoukalas et al. 2017, 2018a, b) offer novel
(copula-based) models that move beyond the classical, yet risky,
paradigm of moment-based processes representation (Tsoukalas
et al. 2018c), and are able to simulate a wide range of processes
of any time scale, explicitly reproducing any marginal distribution

Fig. 23. RISKNOUGHT GUI, currently under development.
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(e.g., non-Gaussian) and any valid correlation structure stationary
or nonstationary [see also the R-package anySim (Tsoukalas and
Kossieris 2019)]. Such models can also be used for the generation/
disaggregation of coarse scale time series into finer temporal
scales (Tsoukalas 2019; Tsoukalas et al. 2019). Such modeling/
simulation schemes can easily be employed for the simulation of
nonphysical processes, such as those employed herein; see for
example recent work by Kossieris and Makropoulos (2018) and
Kossieris et al. (2019), for the simulation of fine time-scale water
demand processes. Such modeling schemes, and particularly disag-
gregation ones, can be valuable in water distribution network studies
where available time series are typically of coarse resolution
(e.g., hourly data).

By building upon the flexibility provided by RISKNOUGHT,
and coupling it with the notion of stochastic time series generation,
it is possible to enable the development of an uncertainty-aware
cyber-physical framework. Such a framework will be able to propa-
gate the uncertainty of inputs to the model’s outputs, and thus pro-
vide robust, probabilistically-based results and metrics for water
distribution cyber-physical systems.

Conclusions

The work presented here introduces a new cyber-physical stress-
testing platform, RISKNOUGHT. The platform allows users to
simulate water distribution systems as cyber-physical systems,
implementing complex control logic via a simulation-based ap-
proach. This approach enables the modeling of a multitude of
cyber-physical attacks and assessment of their impact in what-if
exploration scenarios, while retaining enough fidelity in the repre-
sentation of interacting processes and information flow in the cyber
layer. We argue that the study of a water system’s behavior un-
der attack in RISKNOUGHT can inform the definition of cyber-
physical risk management strategies for cyber-wise water utilities.
RISKNOUGHT uses the industry standard EPANET format and
solver and as such leverages extensive modelling know-how and
experience, already present even in smaller utilities that may lack re-
sources and technical personnel to adopt solutions such as SCADA
testbeds, emulators, or heavy virtualization approaches. It is envis-
aged that this platform could help water utilities navigate the ever-
changing risk landscape and help address some of the challenges
emerging due to the ongoing transformation of water infrastructure
into cyber-physical systems.

Appendix. Control Logic Implemented in the C-Town
Simulation

ID Logic part Sensor Actuator PLC

Control1 if Tank(‘T1’).level < ¼ 4.0 then
set HeadPump(‘PU1’).status to
Open with priority 3

ST1 APU1 PLC1

Control2 if Tank(‘T1’). level > ¼ 6.3 then
set HeadPump(‘PU1’). status to
Closed with priority 3

ST1 APU1 PLC1

Control3 if Tank(‘T1’).level < ¼ 1.0 then
set HeadPump(‘PU2’).status to
Open with priority 3

ST1 APU2 PLC1

Control4 if Tank(‘T1’).level > ¼ 4.5 then
set HeadPump(‘PU2’).status to
Closed with priority 3

ST1 APU2 PLC1

Control5 if Tank(‘T2’).level < ¼ 0.5 then
set FCValve(‘V2’).status to Open
with priority 3

ST3 AV2 PLC2

Appendix. (Continued.)

ID Logic part Sensor Actuator PLC

Control6 if Tank(‘T2’).level > ¼ 5.5 then
set FCValve(‘V2’).status to
Closed with priority 3

ST3 AV2 PLC2

Control7 if Tank(‘T3’).level < ¼ 3.0 then
set HeadPump(‘PU4’).status to
Open with priority 3

ST3 APU4 PLC3

Control8 if Tank(‘T3’).level > ¼ 5.3 then
set HeadPump(‘PU4’).status to
Closed with priority 3

ST3 APU4 PLC3

Control9 if Tank(‘T3’).level < ¼ 1.0 then
set HeadPump(‘PU5’).status to
Open with priority 3

ST3 APU5 PLC3

Control10 if Tank(‘T3’).level > ¼ 3.5 then
set HeadPump(‘PU5’).status to
Closed with priority 3

ST3 APU5 PLC3

Control11 if Tank(‘T4’).level < ¼ 2.0 then
set HeadPump(‘PU6’).status to
Open with priority 3

ST4 APU6 PLC4

Control12 if Tank(‘T4’).level > ¼ 3.5 then
set HeadPump(‘PU6’).status to
Closed with priority 3

ST4 APU6 PLC4

Control13 if Tank(‘T4’).level < ¼ 3.0 then
set HeadPump(‘PU7’).status to
Open with priority 3

ST4 APU7 PLC4

Control14 if Tank(‘T4’).level > ¼ 4.5 then
set HeadPump(‘PU7’).status to
Closed with priority 3

ST4 APU7 PLC4

Control15 if Tank(‘T5’).level < ¼ 1.5 then
set HeadPump(‘PU8’).status to
Open with priority 3

ST5 APU8 PLC5

Control16 if Tank(‘T5’).level > ¼ 4.0 then
set HeadPump(‘PU8’).status to
Closed with priority 3

ST5 APU8 PLC5

Control17 if Tank(‘T7’).level < ¼ 2.5 then
set HeadPump(‘PU10’).status to
Open with priority 3

ST7 APU10 PLC6

Control18 if Tank(‘T7’).level > ¼ 4.8 then
set HeadPump(‘PU10’).status to
Closed with priority 3

ST7 APU10 PLC6

Control19 if Tank(‘T7’).level < ¼ 1.0 then
set HeadPump(‘PU11’).status to
Open with priority 3

ST7 APU11 PLC6

Control20 if Tank(‘T7’).level > ¼ 3.0 then
set HeadPump(‘PU11’).status to
Closed with priority 3

ST7 APU11 PLC6
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Supplemental Data

Animations of attack scenarios 1 and 2 are available online in the
ASCE Library (www.ascelibrary.org).
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